A firm engaging in lean production has employed a computer system to revise order quantities and lot sizes in real time. What appears to be a minor misinterpretation of costs leads to radical fluctuations in inventory and efficiency. Volumes of resources and products grow, contrary to the intent of the system and drastic action is taken to reduce costs, leading to a period of shortages and high administrative costs.
INTRODUCTION
MP America is a major competitor in the industrial supply industry. The company was established in 1928 selling electrical motors, pumps and accessories through catalog sales. With a reputation for prompt delivery, competitive prices and high quality, the firm grew rapidly in sales and in its product line. In 1939, the company opened a second facility and eventually organized its operations into a network of twelve regional distribution centers. The company expanded its product line to include over 300,000 products. In 1981, MP, which had offices in Mexico and Canada, expanded its operations to India and China, creating MP International and hence distinguishing MP America for its domestic network of operations.
The company has a reputation for providing quick turnaround on orders received through its extensive catalog of supplies, office materials, and sundry items and at competitive prices. The firm introduced a B-to-B internet site in 1996 and that part of the business has grown rapidly. Orders are received in written form via mail, over the telephone, by e-mail, or electronically over the website. The moment an order is received it is logged into the data base system, transmitted to a regional distribution center and simultaneously to the logistics carrier. A T delivery date is established and confirmed with the customer. When the order is prepared for shipping, the order is picked up for delivery by one of the major logistics carriers and billing takes place the instant the order is handed over to the carrier.
In the Chicagoland distribution center, the orders are picked and assembled partly by hand and partly by computer controlled robots. The order is assembled, packaged and sent to transportation all in a matter of hours. Rarely will an order not be filled and shipped on the same day it is received. This requires a great deal of coordination between operations and purchasing to avoid stock outs and delays. Generally, this system has worked well in the past. As orders were pulled and inventories of specific items depleted, operations would submit orders to purchasing. Since inventory information is shared in real time with vendors, purchasing would respond in a timely fashion to replenish stocks and delays in ordering and replenishing stocks were rare. The past success of the Chicagoland center is partly due to the close working relationship between the operations manager and the purchasing manager. They met without fail every week to discuss ways to improve the overall operations of the company.
The success of the B-to-B business over the internet has created an interesting challenge for the organization. The average number of items per order as steadily declined as the B-to-B demand has increased. By 2000, the average number of items per order was 6.27 and by 2007, the average number of items per order had declined to 4.85. Even though demand and the cost of filling an order had remained relatively stable, there were more orders to be filled per week and the company experienced a significant profit squeeze. Customer expectations of prompt delivery imposed an added pressure on the distribution center.
In response, the corporate operations officer, a recent graduate of a prominent Ivy league MBA program, implemented a new smart decision support system called Rapid Response Operating System, or RROS. One aspect of RROS is that it tracks important demand, lead time and cost parameters, adjusts important operating parameters such as lead time and order quantities and transmits this information to purchasing and to operations in real time. Order quantities are adjusted on a weekly basis and promised delivery dates are transmitted to operations.
THE JANUARY MEETING
Now that RROS had been implemented, the purchasing manager and the operations manager met with the corporate operations officer to explore the changes that were occurring as a consequence of RROS. Purchasing found, surprisingly, that order quantities appeared to be increasing under RROS rather than decreasing as was anticipated in a lean system. It was explained that these changes were largely the result of adjustments made after an evaluation of orders, lead times and costs. The purchasing department had three employees. The salaries, benefits, along with allocated overhead and utility expenses resulted in an annual fixed cost of $180,000. Processing approximately 5,000 orders per year, the average fixed cost per order was $36.00. The incremental costs of ordering were $2.00 per order, so the average cost of placing an order was $38.00. Amortizing these costs over all the orders was perceived to be more efficient. As an example, the distribution center sells approximately 4,000 boxes of the MP929B black ink stick pens per year. With holding costs of $2.00 per year and order costs of $38.00 per order, the ideal order quantity turns out to be 390 boxes. As a result of these kinds of refinements, larger order quantities were gradually filtering into purchasing. This new system was taking a little pressure off the purchasing department providing purchasing with time to work more closely with vendors. This was welcomed by purchasing. Operations appeared to run smoothly with RROS but had a few minor problems with inventory. Since the lean system limits space for inventory, there was simply not enough space in the bins for the increased volume of some of these orders. Since the robots are programmed to pick items from specific spots, operations could not shift things around. So, extra items were held as a secondary inventory momentarily until operations could reallocate bin spaces and reprogram the robots.
THE FEBRUARY MEETING
Tracking the MP929B pens, purchasing found that RROS had increased the order quantity from 390 to 410. It was explained that the efficiencies of RROS were beginning to bear fruit. With more efficient quantities across the board, purchasing was now processing approximately 10% fewer orders per month. The RROS system responded by adjusting quantities to changing costs and one cost that had changed was the average order cost. With fewer orders per month the average fixed cost per order was adjusted to $40.00 per order. With the $2.00 incremental costs, the average cost of ordering was adjusted to $42.00 and consequently the order quantity was automatically adjusted. RROS was doing what it was supposed to do, by quickly adjusting to changing costs and conditions. The operations area was experiencing some significant new problems, however. With a secondary inventory stashed in a variety of places, it became difficult tracking and handling inventories. Productivity was being affected and order lateness was climbing. Re-programming the robots and re-assigning bin space was a priority.
TWO MONTHS LATER
From the standpoint of purchasing, things had never been better. There had been no delays in placing orders and tracking orders with vendors and logistics providers was better than ever. However, it was noted that the MP929B's order quantity had increased again, to an order quantity of 460. Since orders were larger and less frequent, purchasing was placing fewer orders, so the average cost of placing an order went up and the quantities were increased to compensate. Problems were beginning to appear in operations. The number of late orders was escalating, the number of orders filled per day was declining, and costs, particularly overtime costs, were increasing. Changing the system to allow for the larger bin quantities was a formidable project, so operations focused on developing a secondary inventory system to handle the volumes, but space and manpower were problematic. These inefficiencies were attributed to the adjustment to the new system and perceived to be momentary.
THE NEXT MONTH
The new chief operating officer had been doing a little investigating. The firm had been losing money and possibly customers for the past few months and intended to get costs under control by scaling back and cutting costs. Part of the cost reduction effort resulted in the furlough of one employee in purchasing. Purchasing was not surprised. Purchasing had plenty of time to get work done, now that they ordered in larger quantities.
MONTH SIX
The effects of the drastic cost reductions were immediate. With the cut in overhead cost, RROS was cutting the size of orders, keeping purchasing busy. For example, the MP929B's last month were ordered 460 at a time and the RROS system responded to the change in overhead by adjusting the order quantity to 370. Since the firm was still selling around 4,000 MP929B's per year, with overhead reduced to $130,000, the order quantity was reduced. Some elements were improving in operations. Inventory had been cleared out and order processing was running much better. It appeared that the cost cutting was the remedy.
MONTH SEVEN
Purchasing was stressed. As the order quantities declined, purchasing was processing more orders per month. Purchasing could barely keep up with the workload and couldn't respond to vendors and logistic providers in a timely way. The RROS required purchasing to process orders at a pace of 4,700 per year, which resulted in an average fixed cost of $27.00. Along with the $2.00 incremental cost per order, RROS had established an order cost of $29.00. With no change in demand and holding costs, this resulted in an order quantity of 340 units for the MP929B. But otherwise, operations seemed to be running reasonably well.
MONTH EIGHT
Purchasing activity had increased nearly 18% and purchasing had difficulty keeping up with the orders. Purchasing had no alternative but to work overtime and would soon begin working weekends just to handle the backlog. Operations complained that the inability of purchasing to respond and replenish inventories resulted in orders being sent through partially filled because of stock outs of various items. The firm hadn't experienced problems like this before and had a lot of angry customers. It was evident that purchasing needed to recall the furloughed employee as soon as possible. Recalling staff resulted in an overhead increase. And the entire cycle began again.
